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Guidance - Assessment and Feedback

1. Marking and grading summative assessments

Markers should follow agreed procedures when marking and grading summative assessments, usually:

- The assessment is marked by the internal examiner.
- The assessment is second/double marked or moderated by another marker at module level.
- The marks are entered into the designated student records system.
- A sample of scripts is sent to the External Examiner for consideration. If the External Examiner raises concerns or suggests a change to marks, a review of cohort marks may be undertaken.
- Reports are generated from the designated student records system for consideration by the Assessment Board.

Where marking processes identify a difference of opinion between markers the markers must discuss and try to agree a mark. Where this is not successful the Chair of the Assessment Board or his/her nominee must consider and resolve the matter; s/he may request a further marker to consider the work or consult with the External Examiner(s). Ultimately, the decision of the Assessment Board is final.
2. Types of feedback on assessed work

The Assessment and Feedback Policy lists different types of feedback on assessed work. Some examples of how such feedback can be used include:

**Individual or group verbal feedback**
This could be delivered instantly (e.g. immediately after a presentation or a performance) or at a subsequent meeting. It could be delivered in various contexts, including one-to-one meetings or during lectures or seminars. It could be provided only on demand.

**Individual or group written and/or audio feedback**
This is usually delivered after a period of time has elapsed. The length of time will depend on the type of assessment and the extent of the feedback. The strategic learning environment could be utilised to provide this feedback.

Audio feedback would usually be similar in content to written feedback but provided in an audio format, for example delivered as an mp3 file to enable students to listen to it in mobile contexts. Where written feedback is individualised this could be done in a free text format or using some form of pro forma, for example providing a matrix of assessment and grade-related criteria within which ticks and/or brief comments are then inputted. Written feedback could also include providing students with access to their examination scripts and the comments on them under supervised conditions.

**Model answers and/or example solutions**
These may be appropriate depending on the subject area. Both can be provided at one level (e.g. bare pass or distinction/1st) or at various levels, e.g. to provide information on the type of answer that might generate a 1st class mark or a distinction as opposed to a third class mark or a pass. The strategic learning environment could be utilised to provide this feedback. It might also be possible to provide them for a limited period of time only.

Thought should be given to whether the provision of model answers and/or example solutions might cause difficulties, for example in disciplines in which assessment questions tend to be similar from year to year or in or where an answer tends to be simply right or wrong.

**Previous assessment questions/papers/performances**
These could be provided by themselves or could be accompanied by supporting information, e.g. outline solutions and/or model answers and/or commentaries on strengths and weaknesses. The strategic learning environment could be utilised to provide this feedback. It might also be possible to provide them for a limited period of time only.

Thought should be given to whether the provision of model answers and/or example solutions might cause difficulties, for example in disciplines in which assessment questions tend to be similar from year to year or in or where an answer tends to be simply right or wrong.

**Generic feedback**
This could encompass a variety of feedback. Some examples include providing information on the key outputs arising from the assessment, e.g. the most common errors made by students; or providing a breakdown of student marks and/or trends on questions to enable students to compare relative student performance.
3. **Provision of feedback on examinations**

Feedback on examinations is governed by the Assessment Regulations and Assessment and Feedback Policy.

Some feedback should be given on all examinations. Programme teams should decide on the type of feedback that is appropriate for their examinations. The following guidance notes have been developed to support teams in identifying what is appropriate.

This guidance provides information on the minimum requirements around the provision of feedback on examinations. Good practice should be encouraged and shared where appropriate. Programme teams should also ensure that thought is given to the level and style of feedback given to students required to resit an examination so that their learning is supported appropriately.

**Definitions**

Examinations encompass all timetabled and time-constrained assessment activities, be they written, oral, performance-related or practical.

Feedback encompasses a marker’s comments on a student’s performance in an assessment component, including comments on their mark. Feedback may be given on summative or formative work.

Feedback on examinations should:

1. Promote learning, enabling students to learn from the assessment and improve their performance in subsequent assessments.
2. Be linked to assessment criteria.
3. Be appropriate to the nature of the assessment activity.
4. Provide a student with an understanding of the way in which their mark was derived and the level of their success in meeting the assessed learning outcomes; it should also provide them with an indication of areas for improvement in the future.
5. Be returned within a time period that takes into account the turnaround time required to ensure fair and rigorous marking and moderation if relevant (moderation may, but is not required to, precede the giving of feedback).

The key message is that any feedback given on examinations should be given to support student learning. This should govern the type and extent of feedback given.

**Types of feedback**

Feedback on examinations can encompass varying methods. The following is a list of examples, but cannot be considered exhaustive:

- Individual oral feedback, e.g. immediately after a performance, in a tutorial session or following the release of results.
- Group oral feedback, for example in a lecture or a specially-organised group feedback session.
- Individualised written and/or audio and/or verbal comments.
- Model answers and/or example solutions (either generally or for different levels of achievement) provided after an assessment.
- Previous assessment questions/papers with outline solutions and/or model answers provided after an assessment.
- Recordings of performances (current or previous) with commentaries on strengths and weaknesses provided after an assessment.
- Matrix of assessment and grade-related criteria within which ticks and/or brief comments could be inputted.
- Generic feedback, for example providing summaries of common features/strengths/mistakes.
- Breakdown of student marks and/or trends on questions to enable comparison of relative student performance.
- Providing students with access to their examination scripts and the comments on them under supervised conditions.
- Resit revision sessions.
- List of tips for improving assessment techniques provided after an assessment.

Schools and programmes are asked to consider which type(s) of feedback are most appropriate. Different types of feedback may be used for different types of examination and/or students, although where appropriate Schools and programmes are asked to facilitate consistent approaches to feedback within programmes and across similar examination types.

Factors that Schools and programme teams might wish to consider when deciding on the type(s) of feedback to use are:
- The type of examination.
- The size of the examination and its weighting in the final degree classification.
- Whether the examination is in Part 1, Part 2 or Part 3 (undergraduate students only).
- Whether the examination is in January or April/May.
- Whether the student is required to resit.

Schools are asked to note that they will need to provide guidance to staff on the types of comments that should be made on examination scripts in order to protect staff from the risk of challenges by students as a result of, for example, inappropriate, incomplete or vague comments. This is important because students have access to any comments made on their scripts through the Freedom of Information Act.

Schools and programme teams might wish to make use of the Strategic Learning Environment to support the delivery of feedback on assessments, including on examinations. Support for the use of learning technologies for assessment and feedback is available from the Learning Development Centre.

The provision of feedback on examinations is not an opportunity for students to negotiate marks or question academic judgement. As such, information provided on this area should be kept separate from any information provided on the appeals and extenuating circumstances procedures.

**Feed-forward**
The provision of feed-forward is considered to be a strong learning tool and, as such, should be encouraged. However, providing feed-forward on examinations does not negate the need for the provision of feedback.

Examples of feed-forward include, but are not limited to:
- Detailed assessment guidance provided in advance of the assessment, including information on assessment criteria, possibly with commentaries.
- Past or practice exam papers provided in advance of an assessment.
- Recordings of previous performances with commentaries on strengths and weaknesses provided in advance of an assessment.
- Revision guidance.
• Revision sessions.
• Enabling students to mark and discuss previous students’ work during the course of the term.
• List of tips for improving assessment techniques provided in advance of an assessment.

**Timing the provision of feedback**
Feedback on examinations should be provided within the timescales set out in the Assessment and Feedback Policy.

**Communicating with students and recording feedback provision**
Students are very interested in the receipt of feedback on assessments, including on examinations. In order to optimise student use and appreciation of this type of feedback, it is important to manage student expectations around feedback on examinations. It is also important to engage students actively in the receipt and use of feedback. The following principles are provided to support Schools and programmes in this:

- Programme teams should communicate to students the meaning of feedback on examinations and why it is important to their learning development, as well as the mechanisms and timescales by which it will be provided and what they should do with the feedback in order to improve their performance.
- Information on feedback, including feedback on examinations, should be provided to students in programme handbooks and programme and module specifications.
- Programme teams should stress the importance of reflection and independent learning as an integral part of the feedback process.
- Programme teams should encourage students to use the feedback they receive to inform their Personal Development Planning and to support students’ self-reflection of their achievements.

The provision of feedback on examinations, as with other forms of feedback, should be reflected upon during programme evaluation and review processes, including Annual Programme Evaluations and during Programme Committee meetings.
4. Academic Misconduct

Cases of suspected academic misconduct should be managed in accordance with the Assessment Regulations and the Assessment and Feedback Policy and the Disciplinary Regulations and Disciplinary Policy. The following guidance notes are provided to support staff in considering cases of suspected or alleged academic misconduct:

**Identifying suspected academic misconduct**

Members of staff may identify suspicious assignments due to a variety of reasons. Some of the most common are listed below, although this is not exhaustive:

- Similarity to another student’s assignment.
- Incoherent structure.
- Recognition of text from elsewhere.
- False data provided.
- Dissertation handed in on different topic or without supervision.
- Shifts in language style/grammar/vocabulary throughout the work.
- Submission not aligned to assignment set.
- Odd changes in font or layout.
- Presence of characteristics typical in a web-published document (urls, formatting in html, hyperlinks, etc.).
- Bibliographies which are exclusively non-UK material (unless appropriate to specific assignment) OR include references over three years old, especially where assignment is on a topical issue.
- Highly specific professional jargon used by a student who is new to the discipline.¹

**Investigating cases of suspected academic misconduct**

Schools may wish to appoint a member of staff to act as a gatekeeper and expert source of knowledge for cases of suspected academic misconduct.

Where possible someone other than the member of staff who identified the suspected case of academic misconduct should be responsible for collating the evidence and ensuring due process has been followed, with assistance from the member of staff as required.

**Academic Misconduct Panels**

A student suspected of academic misconduct must be informed of the reasons for the charge, and provided with any directly relevant evidence that will be used, including a copy of any electronic reports, at least two days in advance of the hearing. Where possible, students should be given guidance on interpreting an electronic report (e.g. from the Students’ Union).

The usual order of business for a hearing at which the student is present is:

a) The Chair will ask those present to introduce themselves; Panel members should be clearly identified.
b) The Chair will ask the student if s/he refutes the allegations.
c) The Departmental representative will make a statement supporting the allegation(s).
d) The Chair will invite the student to respond to the allegation(s).

e) During and after these statements the Panel may ask questions of either the student or the Departmental representative for clarification.

f) All except the Panel members (including the Panel secretary) should withdraw while the Panel reaches its decision.

g) The Panel’s decision will be communicated to the student verbally and again in writing as soon as possible after, and at the latest within ten working days of, the hearing.

Where a student does not attend the hearing in person the usual process is:

a) The student will provide a written response to the allegations and the evidence.

b) Any points requiring clarification will be followed up before the Panel meeting.

c) The Panel will meet to review the evidence and decide on the case.

d) The Panel’s decision, along with reasons, will be communicated to the student in writing as soon as possible after, and at the latest within ten working days of, the hearing.